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CUMA are service co-operatives set up by and for farmers

COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT AND JOINT USE 

of machinery, building, workers

for tasks directly linked to production cycles 

LITTLE AUTONOMOUS GROUPS 

to ease or improve production conditions

WHAT are we talking about?



Data 2019 - From FNCuma

Human-scale groups :

23 members on 

average per Cuma

Key 

Figures

All over France :

10 407
Cuma in the Cuma network

45%
of French farmers are 

members of a Cuma

A specific advisory service : 

350 facilitators skilled on 

collective dynamics in the 

federations of Cuma



Why would small farms choose to create or join a Cuma ? 

- Access to equipment 

↘ mechanization costs, Access to up-to-date machinery

- Risk sharing 

- Quality of life : better work organization, social interaction

- Easier setup of new farmers 

- More autonomy 



Small farmers are in a particularly good position to meet

current society demands and future stakes, if they take the 

benefits of being collectively organized

For instance :

Short supply chains : it involves producing (livestock feed), 

transforming and selling, whilst relying on a group

Agro-ecological transition : autonomy at the scale

of local ecosystems means cooperation with other farmers

Why would small farms choose to create or join a Cuma ? 



CUMA basis : co-operative statutes SAME FOR ALL GROUPS

VOLUNTARY MEMBERSHIP 

EQUITY

DEMOCRATIC MANAGEMENT

SOCIAL CAPITAL

COMMITMENT

CUMA associated members

=  decision-makers + users



Internal rules SET UP BY EACH GROUP

Which invoicing 
rules in our Cuma? How do we fix the 

period of 
engagement?

How do we share 
responsibilities for the 

maintenance of our 
equipment? How do we define 

the planning?

…

There isn’t one single way

for a group 

to rule its Cuma

Collective decision process

Possible assistance 

of a facilitator


